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1

Introduction
Our aim is to develop a physics-based compact model for 2D devices. Even though,
the device structure for 2D devices is similar to traditional MOS structure, traditional
MOSFET model cannot be extended to the new generations of devices [6]. The
traditional models require rigorous calibration to lot of device data. It may not be
possible to have all the data for the new experimental devices. In addition, the layered
materials have very unique electrical and thermal properties.
The S2DS model presented here is applicable for devices with more than 50 nm of
channel lengths which is the typical dimensions of devices being fabricated in research
labs [1-5]. The manual here is an overview of the physics of the 2D devices and
capability of S2DS models.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with authors for any questions.
saurabhv@stanford.edu

2 Voltage definitions

The voltage definitions are similar to MVS model [8]. In order to take into
account the direction of the current flow, we are using a variable ‘dir’. Under
normal operation, the ‘dir’ is equal to 1.
For the terminal characteristics, gate (g), source(s) and drain (d) are the output
nodes with bidirectional properties. Though the device has an additional backgate, we have not included it in the list of the nodes. The back gate is accounted
for by a variable VBS .While si and di are internal nodes for the FET. We have
defined nodes a1, a2 and gnd as internal nodes for the purpose of calculation of
surface potential at drain and source end. The thermal calculations are taken care
by a thermal node dt. The branch definitions are given as follows.
Vgsraw
Vgdraw

= type * ( V(g , si) );
= type * ( V(g , di) );

if (Vgsraw >= Vgdraw) begin
Vds = type * ( V(d , s) );
Vgs = type * ( V(g , s) );
Vdsi = type * ( V(di , si) );
Vgsi = Vgsraw;
Vgdi = Vgdraw;
dir = 1;
end
else begin
Vds = type * ( V(s , d) );
Vgs = type * ( V(g , d) );
Vdsi = type * ( V(si , di) );
Vgsi = Vgdraw;
Vgdi = Vgsraw;
dir = -1;
end

Figure 2.1: Schematic showing the nodes definition in the model

List of the key parameters:
Parameter

Default value

Definition

W

1e-6 m

Width of transistor

LG

9.4e-6 m

Gate length

LOV

0m

Overlap length

L

9.4e-6 m

Effective gate length

TS

0.65e-9 m

Semiconductor thickness

TTOP

17.5e-9 m

Thickness of top oxide

TBOX

270e-9 m

Thickness of bottom oxide

tp

40e-9 m

Thickness of gate metal

NSUB

1e12 cm-2

Impurity density

Dit

1e10 cm

Vgs0_e, Vgs0_h

0.6

me_e, me_h

-2

0.45mO, 0.64mO

Rce, Rch

5000 Ωμm

eps_t

12.5

eps_b

3.9

Cif, Cof

1e-12

kox

1.4

ksi

100

Rcox

1.2e-8

lambda

0.2

Trap density at semiconductor-oxide
interface
Flatband voltage for top metal
Effective mass for electron and hole
in ‘K’ valley
Contact resistance
Relative permittivity of top gate
dielectric
Relative permittivity of bottom gate
dielectric
Inner and outer fringe capacitance
Thermal conductivity of bottom
oxide (SiO2)
Thermal conductivity of substrate
(Si)
Thermal resistance of semiconductor
and bottom oxide contact
Adjust for output resistance

Flags
Name
str
type
SELFHEAT
HIFIELD
GATEFIELD

Function
The structure of the device ( 1 = double-gate )
Type of device 1 = nFET, -1 = pFET
‘1’ will include the self-heating effect
Will include high drain field effect in mobility
‘1’ will include the gate field effect on mobility

3 Key parameter definition
The important parameters and their extraction have been explained below.
1. Dimensions and material properties: The dimensions for the device are available from
the foundry/experimental studies. Most of the devices produced in university fabs do
not have a well-defined rectangular structure with widths and lengths. In such cases,
we choose effective width and effective lengths for these devices. The material
properties like dielectric constant, effective masses are taken from the available (theory)
publications.
2. Mobility: Mobility has a strong relation to various factors including dielectric constant
of the gate oxide [1], the gate voltage [2], electric field [9] etc.
We have used mobility model from [9]. S2DS model uses effective mobility
and incorporates effect of high field and gate dependence.
3. Band-structure: We have assumed a two valley band structure. The model has been
developed for monolayer semiconductors which typically have direct band gap like
MoS2 [10], but it could be extended to few layers. We chose the generally accepted
value in the community like EG for MoS2 = 1.8eV and EG for WSe2 = 1.68 eV. It should
be noted that these values are “approximate” and most of the results available from
various works are in the range of ± 0.1eV. The uncertainty of bandgap will affect the
accuracy of simulations.
4. Effective mass: The density of state calculation depends strongly on the effective
masses of the materials. We chose to use the most accepted effective masses 0.45mo for
electrons MoS2 and 0.64mo for holes in WSe2.
5. Thermal resistance and capacitance: The values used in the model for thermal resistance
and capacitance are obtained from the experimental study for the materials. We the
semiconductor-oxide interface by graphene-oxide interface for the purpose of thermal
modelling. The properties for graphene-oxide interface are obtained from published
literature [11]

4 Equations and derivation

Figure 4.1: The basic current-voltage relation used in the model [6]

Figure 4.2: (a) MoS2 monolayer (b) Top-gated MoS2 transistor [2]
For a 2D material, integrating the available state over an energy for a particular applied voltage,
we can get the total amount of charge store in the channel.
For 2D device, the density of state can be given as,
𝐷𝑂𝑆2𝐷 (𝐸) = 𝐷0 Σn 𝐻(𝐸 − 𝐸𝑛 )
𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝐻 𝑖𝑠 ℎ𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑓𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
𝑚∗
𝐷0 = 2
πℏ
Charge in the channel at any particular bias is,

0

−∞

𝑄 = 𝑄𝑝 + 𝑄𝑛 = 𝑞 ∗ ∫ 𝐷𝑂𝑆2𝐷 (𝐸) ∗ 𝑓(𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸) 𝑑𝐸 − 𝑞 ∗ ∫
−∞

𝐷𝑂𝑆2𝐷 (𝐸) ∗ 𝑓(𝐸𝐹 − 𝐸) 𝑑𝐸

0

𝐸𝐹 is Fermi level, such that𝐸𝐹 = 𝑞𝑉𝑐, 𝑉𝑐 being the surface potential and the reference is at the
mid gap.
𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸0 =

𝐸𝑔
2

(Eg is the band-gap of semiconductor)

On solving the integral we get,
For P type doping,
𝑄𝑝 = 𝑞𝐷0 𝑘𝑇log(1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (

−𝑞𝑉𝑐 − 𝐸0
−𝑞𝑉𝑐 − 𝐸0
) = 𝑞𝑁2𝐷 log(1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
)
𝑘𝑇
𝑘𝑇

For N type doping,
𝑞𝑉𝑐 − 𝐸0
𝑞𝑉𝑐 − 𝐸0
𝑄𝑝 = −𝑞𝐷0 𝑘𝑇log(1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
) = −𝑞𝑁2𝐷 log(1 + 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
)
𝑘𝑇
𝑘𝑇
Where N2D is the effective density of states
By differentiating the charge we get the channel capacitance,
𝐶𝑞 = −

𝑑𝑄
1
= 𝑞 2 𝐷0
−𝑞𝑉𝐶 + 𝐸0
𝑑𝑉𝑐
1 + exp (
)
𝑘𝑇

which can be approximated as follow,
𝐶𝑞 = 𝐶𝑞,𝑝 + 𝐶𝑞,𝑛 = 𝑞 2 𝐷0 + 𝑞 2 𝐷0 𝑒
−𝑞𝑉𝑐−𝐸0
𝑘𝑇

+ 𝑞 2 𝐷0 𝑒

−𝑞𝑉𝑐−𝐸0
𝑘𝑇

+ 𝑞 2 𝐷0 ,

𝐶𝑞 = 𝐶𝑞,𝑝 + 𝐶𝑞,𝑛 = 𝑞 2 𝐷0 𝑒
𝐶𝑞 = 𝐶𝑞,𝑝 + 𝐶𝑞,𝑛 = 𝑞 2 𝐷0 𝑒

𝑞𝑉𝑐−𝐸0
𝑘𝑇

, 𝑞𝑉𝑐 ≤ −𝐸0
𝑞𝑉𝑐−𝐸0
𝑘𝑇

, 𝑞|𝑉𝑐 | ≤ 𝐸0
𝑞𝑉𝑐 ≥ 𝐸0

Establishing the relation between the biasing voltages and the surface potential 𝑉𝑐
For a double-gate transistor, the schematic can be assumed like this,

Figure 4.3: Modelled capacitance in the double gated transistor
Ct = Top gate capacitance,
Cb = Bottom gate capacitance,
VGS = Gate voltage
VGS0 = Top gate flat band voltage
VBS = bottom gate bias
VBS0 = bottom gate flat band voltage
𝑉𝑐 (𝑥) =

𝑄𝑝 (𝑉𝐶 )
𝐶𝑡
𝐶𝑏
+ (𝑉𝐺𝑆 − 𝑉𝐺𝑆0 − 𝑉𝑃 (𝑥)) ∗
+ (𝑉𝐵𝑆 − 𝑉𝐵𝑆0 − 𝑉𝑝 (𝑥)) ∗
𝐶𝑡 + 𝐶𝑏
𝐶𝑡 + 𝐶𝑏
𝐶𝑏 + 𝐶𝑡

Figure 4.5: Iterative solution using Verilog-A

We assume drift diffusion transport to get the current for an applied bias,
𝐼𝑑𝑠(𝑥) = −𝑊 𝑄𝑝 (𝑥)𝑣(𝑥),

𝑣 = 𝐹𝜇

F is electric field and 𝜇 is the hole mobility. For this version the mobility is independent of the
field, carrier density or temperature.

𝐹= −
𝐼𝑑𝑠 =

𝑑𝑉𝑝 (𝑥)
𝑑𝑥

𝜇𝑊 𝑉𝑑𝑠 𝑑𝑉𝑃
∫ 𝑄
𝑑𝑉
𝐿 𝑉𝑐𝑠 𝑝 𝑑𝑉𝑐 𝑐

Solving for the equation we get,
𝐼𝑑𝑠 =
𝑔(𝑉𝑐 ) = (1 + 𝑞 2 ∗

𝜇𝑊
{𝑔(𝑉𝑐 )}𝑉𝑐𝑑
𝑉𝑐𝑠
𝐿

𝐷0
𝑞 2 𝐷0 2
)(
𝑉 + 𝑞𝐷0 (𝐸0 − 𝑘𝑇) ∗ 𝑉𝐶 ) , 𝑞𝑉𝑐 < −𝐸0
𝐶𝑡 + 𝐶𝑏
2 𝑐

𝑔(𝑉𝑐 ) = 𝐷0 (𝑘𝑇)2 (𝑒

−𝑞𝑉𝑐 −𝐸0
𝑘𝑇

𝑞 2 𝐷0 1 −2(𝑞𝑉𝐶 +𝐸𝑜)
𝑘𝑇
+
𝑒
) , 𝑞𝑉𝑐 ≥ −𝐸0
𝐶𝑡 + 𝐶𝑏 2

5 Non-ideal effects
Besides the current-voltage relations derived above, we have listed other effects
which have been included in the model.
a. Parameter for output resistance:
We have added a ‘parameter to simulate output resistance. This is defined by
‘lambda’. This is not physical parameter but has been included in order to make the
results more realistic.
IDS = IDS (|VDSi| *lambda +1)
b. Thermal heating:
We calculate the thermal resistance considering the structure into account. We
assume that the substrate thickness is large as compared to other dimensions,
treating it as infinite. We are also including the fringing heat from the device to the
bottom oxide. Following figure explains the calculation of the thermal resistance
of the model [11]
S

t2D

tbox

Metal

D

Top Ox.

LH

BOX
(Bottom Oxide)

Silicon

Figure 5.2: A schematic of device showing the calculation of thermal resistance.
Bottom figure shows the implementation of thermal node in Verilog-A
𝑇 − 𝑇0 = 𝐼𝑉{(𝑅𝑔𝑎𝑡𝑒 + 𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑝 + 𝑅𝑡𝑜𝑝−𝑖𝑛𝑡 ) ||(𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚−𝑖𝑛𝑡 + 𝑅𝑏𝑜𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑚 + 𝑅𝑆𝑖 )}

For transient simulations, it is important to consider the thermal capacitance of the
device. By default the capacitance in the model is kept zero. For accuracy, an
involved model for thermal capacitance is required.
c.

High field effect and velocity saturation
TMDs like MoS2 exhibit negative differential capacitance (NDC) [9], similar to
III-V semiconductors. To incorporate the field effect model for mobility we use
following model.
𝑣𝑑 (𝐹)
𝜇=
𝐹
𝐹 𝛾
𝜇𝐹𝐸 𝐹 + 𝑣𝑠𝑎𝑡 (𝐹 )
𝐶
𝑣𝑑 (𝐹) =
𝐹 𝛾
1 + (𝐹 )
𝐶
𝛾 = 2,
𝐹, field inside the channel is approximated as linear, F = VDS/L
𝐹𝐶 , is the critical value what ranges from 3.2 V/μm to 20 V/μm from T0 = 80 to
500K, however we consider FC to be constant 10 V/μm which is the value around
room temperature.
𝑣𝑠𝑎𝑡 , saturation velocity is also modelled for temperature dependence
𝑣0
𝑣𝑠𝑎𝑡 =
1 + 𝑁𝑂𝑃
Where Nop is OP occupation with ℏωOP = 48 meV, for MoS2
1
𝑁𝑂𝑃 =
ℏ𝜔
exp ( 𝑂𝑃 ) − 1
𝑘𝐵 𝑇
By default, the saturation velocity has not been included in the model. This can
be easily incorporated by changing the corresponding flag. The saturation velocity
could potentially create convergence issues.

d. Temperature dependence of mobility
For mobility model, the contributions has been considered from acoustic
phonons (μAC) and optical phonon (μOP). Since the dominant phonons also depends
on the processing and could have a lot of device-to-device variations, it is strongly
suggested to have the temperature dependence calibrated to experimental data.
1
𝑇 3.4
𝑇 1.1
1
=
+
+
𝜇 1.40𝑋1010 3.24 𝑋 105 2.39𝑇
OP

AC

IMP

We have also included effect of gate electric field on the mobility. The
As an example, we have also included the p-type materialWSe2. We are using a
bulk model published by Fivaz et al. in 1967 [13]. For WSe2, the high field effect
is same as that for MoS2.
4

10

AC = 3.24*105*T -1.1

IMP = 2.39 * T
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Figure 5.3: The mobility dependence on the temperature (experimental and fit model)
e. Traps and impurities
Because of the sub-optimal device fabrication, the device properties are strongly
dominated by the traps as well as impurities. In order to have a realistic measure of
the state-of-the-art device, the model includes both the effects to first order.
Impurities change the channel charge and affect the Poisson equations.

𝐷trap

𝑁trap =

1+𝑒

𝐸0 −𝐸it −𝑞𝑉C
𝑘𝑇

For traps, we assume an effective trap density Dit as well as effective trap energy
Eit. It should be noted that the impurities as well as traps vary widely from deviceto-device and also depends on how the devices are measured like vacuum or air
measurements.
f. Parasitic capacitance modelling

The dynamic operations require exact calculation of the voltage dependent
calculation for the transistor. Verilog-A facilitates this by calculation of voltage
dependent terminal charges. The current due do this capacitance is obtained by
defining the time derivative of the charge without explicitly calculating the
capacitors. The terminal charges are calculated at source (Qs0) and drain (Qd0).
The charge at gate is obtained by using the charge neutrality condition (Q G + QD
+QS =0).
The charge at the source and drain terminal are divided into two aspects: channel
charge and charge due to parasitic fringe capacitance. For the channel charge, the
total charge needs to be distributed in source drain. We use Ward-Dutton [14]
charge partitioning scheme to achieve this.
𝐿
𝑥
𝑄𝑠𝑐 = 𝑊 ∫ (1 − ) 𝑄𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝐿
𝐿
𝑥
𝑄𝑑𝑐 = 𝑊 ∫ ( ) 𝑄𝑥 𝑑𝑥
𝐿
Integration is along the channel in direction of x.

For the case of drift-diffusion transport, the above integral has been solved by
Tsivdivi [15].
(6𝜁 3 + 12𝜁 2 + 8𝜁 + 4)
𝑄𝑠𝑐 = 𝑊 ∗ 𝐿 ∗ 𝑄𝐼 ∗
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚
(4𝜁 3 + 8𝜁 2 + 12𝜁 + 6)
𝑄𝑠𝑐 = 𝑊 ∗ 𝐿 ∗ 𝑄𝐼 ∗
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚
(1
𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚 = 15 + 𝜁 )2
(𝑄𝑆 + 𝑄𝐷 )
𝑄𝐼 =
2
QS and QD are charges obtained while solving for surface potential.
The fringe capacitances are modelled using physical model developed by Suzuki
[16].

Figure 5.4: Schematic definition of fringe capacitances from gate to source and
drain
𝐾2

𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝐾2
= 𝜖𝑜𝑥 log[(𝐾 − 1) ( 2
) ]
𝐾 −1
2

𝑊ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒, 𝐾 = 1 +

𝑡𝑝

𝑡𝑇𝑂𝑃
𝜖𝑜𝑐
𝐿
𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑝 =
log[1 +
]
𝜋
𝑡𝑇𝑂𝑃 + 𝑡𝑝
The terminal charges corresponding to the fringe capacitance are calculated by
following formula,
𝑄𝑓𝑠 = (𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 + 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑝 ) ∗ 𝑉𝑔𝑠𝑖 ∗ 𝑊 ∗ 𝐿
𝑄𝑑𝑠 = (𝐶𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒 + 𝐶𝑡𝑜𝑝 ) ∗ 𝑉𝑔𝑑𝑖 ∗ 𝑊 ∗ 𝐿
Total charge at the source and the drain terminal are additive effect of channel charge
and fringe charge
𝑄𝑠0 = 𝑄𝑓𝑠 + 𝑄𝑠𝑐
𝑄𝑑0 = 𝑄𝑓𝑑 + 𝑄𝑑𝑐
The gate charge is given by,
𝑄𝑔 = −( 𝑄𝑠0 + 𝑄𝑑0 )
6 Limitations
1. Low voltage applications: Including velocity saturation could cause non convergence.
2. Short channel effects: The lengths of the devices are very large than the electrostatic
limitations for channel lengths to avoid SCE. However, we have observed that this
model matches very well with the experimental data. For the purpose of understanding
the first order behaviour of the circuit, this model can be of great help.

7 Sample Simulations.
The sample test bench are available with the model in the “Benchmarks” folder. We
have tested model for simple simulations. Please note that this simulation can be
obtained by running the files in benchmark folder as it is without modification.
a. IDVD simulations
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Figure 7.1: Characteristics for n-type FET
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Figure 7.2: Characteristics for p-type FET

b. IDVG simulations
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Figure 7.3: IDVG characteristics for n-type FET
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Figure 7.4: IDVG characteristics for p-type FET

c. Self-Heating:

Figure 7.5: A representative simulation for self-heating in a long channel
monolayer MoS2 device.
d. Effect of traps and impurities:

Figure 7.6: A representative simulation of effect of traps and impurities in long
channel WSe2
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Figure 7.7: Comparison of IDVD characteristics for p-type FET with
experimental data (hole) [3] after adjusting the gate voltage dependence of
mobility. This has not been included in the model because of convergence
issues.

Figure 7.9: The mobility decreases sharply after VGS = 1V [3].
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